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About This Content

Resident Evil's ultimate villain and evil mastermind, Albert Wesker, joins Raid Mode. Conquer foes using his exclusive Evade
Cancel technique.

*Content exclusive to Raid Mode.
*Raid Mode is an additional action-focused game mode included with the main game.

*Episode One required to access content.
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raid mode character albert wesker

It's wesker, I don't mind paying $2.50 to play him. The game is only $25 it's not like we payed full price. so we can let a couple
DLCs slide. You get more than you payed for with this game.. A very OP charcter if you know how to use him. Or just get him
for the unbeliveble broken Doge cencal skill, that in short allows yyou to cancel out of EVERYTHING!!!!!!!!! Also Bonus
malee damage, becasue he is Albert Wesker.. THE DEFINITIVE WEKSER REVIEW AS FOLLOWS...

Other reviewers have downplayed exactly how rediciulous the dodge cancel is so I'm gonna lay it out for everyone.

When using a magnum, you can ignore the rediculously long animation that follows him firing by... dodging.
When reloading you can ignore most of the animation on everything but shotguns by... dodging.
When using a sniper rifle (Bolt action) you can ignore the bolt\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665animation by... dodging
(AND ignore recoil)
When knocked on the ground you can ignore being on the ground by instantly standing up by... dodging.
When an enemy is on the ground you can ignore most of his melee knockdown animation by dodging, more importantly you can
cycle 2 or 3 of these in a row on the same enemy or multiple before they get up.

The dodge cancel is absolutally broken as balls, if you are dedicated to animation canceling he is by far the best character in the
game.

IF you want to just shoot stuff... okay he's probably not for you then.. My all time fav character in the series

Ultimate Badass and also deserves his own game. Would you like to saturate your Raid with Albert Mothefuc\u043ain' Wesker?

- Yes, please.
- Of course!
- COMPLETELY. Neat but it's 2 dollars.
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Its Albert Wesker! One of the most fastest BADAS-S Character in RESIDENT EVIL SERIES!. Is Wesker, for $2.50. Nuff
said.. Seven minutes. Seven minutes is all I can spare to play with you.. 10\/10 best raid mode character would 10\/10 again.
What a huge disappointment, I was expecting Wesker to have some kind of superhuman abilities inculded in this DLC but
NO!!! atleast hunk DLC got the invisible ability, I will not recommend this DLC, its not worth it.. His passive Evade Cancel is
op,actually one of the the most crucial skills in competitive play,and he is Wesker!!
10\/10 Full Burst+Evade Cancel=OP
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